
GNFAC Avalanche Advisory for Tue Dec 17, 2013

Good morning. This is Doug Chabot  with the Gallatin National Forest Avalanche Advisory issued Tuesday,
December 17 at 7:30 a.m. JavaMan and Beartooth Powder Guides sponsors today’s advisory. This advisory
does not apply to operating ski areas.

Mountain Weather

Warm and windy weather will continue today. Mountain temperatures are in the 20s except around Cooke City
and West Yellowstone where they are in the teens. Today, temperatures will rise into the upper twenties to low
thirties under mostly sunny skies. Winds have been out of the southwest at 20-30 mph with gusts of 50 mph and
will remain unabated. Snow and colder weather is forecast for Wednesday night, so do not despair!

Snowpack and Avalanche Discussion

Bridger Range   Madison Range   Gallatin Range 

 Lionhead area near West Yellowstone   Cooke City

The snowpack differs in depth and layering from range to range, but a common theme threads them all: a poor
snowpack structure. Weak snow at or near the ground is failing to support the new snow from last week which
now includes stiffer wind slabs. Avalanche activity and signs of instability (cracking, collapsing) have been
prolific this last week (lots of photos). Snowpacks less than a meter are the weakest and in many places these
areas also have wind-loads. This combination is dangerous. A skier up Hyalite saw 10 natural avalanches that
released in the last 72 hours (photo). He also remotely triggered a slide from 500 feet away on a steep rollover
near Maid of the Mist (photo). This is a bad sign of dangerous conditions. Furthermore, skiers in the Taylor Fork
area of the southern Madison Range experienced lots of cracking and whumphs.

Yesterday, Eric and I rode sleds and dug pits in the Lionhead area near West Yellowstone. When I pinned the
throttle and all 1,000 cc’s just dug in the track and barely pushed the sled uphill I knew I had problems beyond
my rusty riding. I had found an unsupportable snowpack. Below zero temperatures weakened snow structure as
faceted, sugary snow grew in size and lost strength. Lionhead has the weakest snow I’ve seen so far this season (
video, snowpits). On some slopes it is capped by a stiff wind slab and would likely avalanche. As Eric and I
approached a slope on foot we stopped dead in our tracks when we hit a punchy wind slab. Any sized slab over
this garbage would be unstable and we backed away.

What we know:

1. There has been lots of avalanche activity, cracks and collapsing.
2. Slopes with a wind-load are the most susceptible to avalanche.
3. Triggering slides from far away is possible.

What to do:

1. Stay off of wind-loaded terrain.
2. Collapses and cracks are signs that you could trigger a slide and you should not get on or underneath

avalanche terrain.
3. Dig and look at the snow structure before skiing or riding a slope.

https://www.mtavalanche.com/forecast/13/12/17
http://www.beartoothpowder.com/
http://www.mtavalanche.com/photo
http://www.mtavalanche.com/images/13/divide-peak
http://www.mtavalanche.com/images/13/maid-mist-remote-trigger
http://youtu.be/RJtPlGZp_RY
http://www.mtavalanche.com/snowpits


When it comes to the snowpack I’m not a trusting soul and neither should you be. Today, human triggered
avalanches are likely on wind-loaded slopes and the avalanche danger is rated CONSIDERABLE. Slopes
without a wind-load have a MODERATE avalanche danger. Be aware that a Moderate danger is not a green
light, especially in these conditions.

I will issue the next advisory tomorrow morning at 7:30 a.m. If you have any snowpack or avalanche
observations drop us a line at mtavalanche@gmail.com or call us at 587-6984.

SNOWMOBILE AVALANCHE EDUCATION

The Canadian Avalanche Association produced a series of videos titled “Throttle Decisions” on avalanche safety
for snowmobilers. Mark’s blog post outlines the topics.

EVENTS/EDUCATION

COOKE CITY: Wednesday, December 18, 9:30 a.m. Avalanche Awareness Clinic, Community Center.

GARDINER: Thursday, December 19, 7-8 p.m. Avalanche Awareness, at the Yellowstone Association in
Gardiner. Call Zachary for more info at: 406-848-2850.

WEST YELLOWSTONE: Snowmobiler Intro to Avalanches w/ Field Course; 19 and 20 December. Info and
registration: https://www.ticketriver.com/event/7116

BOZEMAN: Saturday, December 21, 10:30-11:30 a.m. FREE Avalanche Transceiver Workshop, Bridger
Bowl, next to the rental shop at Jim Bridger Lodge. NO registration required. Just show up.
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